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Abstract: Since cloud computing is an essential component of any modern company (usually account-
ing for a considerable share of information technology (IT) infrastructure investment), consumers rely
on cloud services. Data privacy and security are worries when data remains in third-party storage.
Existing document version control systems are centralized and at risk from data loss, as seen by
higher time utilization and incorrect document update procedures that allow modifications to a
document without the awareness of other network operators. Underutilized peer resources might
be leveraged to construct storage. According to this argument, an elevated level of data security
may be obtained by encrypting the data and dispersing it among numerous nodes. In this study, we
attempted to review the security of cloud systems when using the blockchain Ethereum, and cloud
computing was briefly discussed with its advantages and disadvantages. The idea of a decentralized
cloud was briefly demonstrated with blockchain technology. Furthermore, previous papers were
reviewed and presented in tabular form. This dictated that there are still research gaps in the field of
blockchain-based cloud computing systems. This study proposed a model for secured data storage
over a decentralized cloud by blockchain Ethereum.

Keywords: cloud computing; decentralized cloud; data storage; blockchain Ethereum; encryption
algorithm

1. Introduction

Recent advancements in data processing technologies interest ordinary consumers
seeking improved data storage. Cloud computing is used as a system for cloud customers.
Depending on their location, cloud users have access to distribute or trade data at any time
and from any site. As we progress into the “technology age,” we can see an enormous
increment, pace, and diversity of material on the internet. Data can come from various
sources, including mobile devices, archives, sensors, and social networks [1].

Due to the substantial increase in data, cloud storage is necessary to store data. Most
of the data now available over the internet is highly centralized and is held by a few
technological corporations with the ability and funding to make extensive cloud services
able to manage this large dataset. The issue with this method is data security [2]. As a result,
a trusted computer system utilizes hardware and software assurance methods to process
several classified or sensitive data levels. This system satisfies the specified dependability
and security criteria. Unfortunately, despite the numerous benefits of the cloud in ensuring
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of stored data, the number of security breaches
is continuously rising. Even the advent of cloud technology comes with several different
risks for organizations, particularly in secure computing.

Ensuring the security of an organization’s private cloud while also overseeing the
operations of the cloud services provider may be a daunting undertaking. A wide range
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of issues like compliance, controls, administrative challenges, security management, and
security awareness influence and directly impact cloud security architecture. A similar
problem is the management strategy for data kept in the cloud. Security and privacy
must be considered when a client’s involvement with a cloud provider ends. In certain
circumstances, information must be retained to follow safety obligations. In contrast, the
provider should not keep a customer’s data in primary or backup storage if the client
believes it has already been deleted. Furthermore, if data is held in a specific country, it
may be governed by that country’s privacy laws rather than the rules applicable in the
client’s geographic region [3].

On the other hand, it provides a significant possibility for a new cloud industry,
matching the supply and demand for IT resources of a large user base through decentralized
cloud storage services. Blockchain is a decentralized public ledger that stores all digital
currencies like Bitcoin or digital money. The transactions are kept in blocks; cryptographic
hash values are linked to form the blockchain, unlike the older method, which required
companies to trust third parties to function. Over 25% to 50% of supply chain specialists
support blockchain for lowering transaction costs and boosting supply chain transparency.
Paper-based systems were previously employed, which had the disadvantage of file system
techniques. However, the challenges of having paper-based procedures were addressed
with digitization [4]. This study focused on these challenges by proposing a decentralized
client management framework based on the Ethereum blockchain [5]. Ethereum is more
than simply a cryptocurrency system; it is a network of independent computers that
combine to make one supercomputer [6]. It is adaptable because it allows transactions to
be established via a permission or permissionless network. Furthermore, it is a blockchain-
based platform for implementing smart contracts. Thus, it enables more than simply Bitcoin
transactions. The Ethereum Virtual Machine is the name given to this platform (EVM). An
Ethereum wallet, depending on the kind of account, is a smart contract wallet that may also
develop, deploy, or activate smart contracts using the Solidity programming language [7].
Across hundreds of computers, nodes repeat the same transactions and maintain the same
state, shown in Figure 1. The EVM comprises many private computers, such as a shared
ownerless computer.
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The ownerless configuration aims to maximize uptime and security while limiting
subterfuge incentives.
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Research Contributions

Cloud computing has emerged as an essential technique for delivering infrastructure
and data service objectives at a low cost, with minimum effort, and with a high standard of
scalability. It has therefore been widely applied in numerous parts of the IT industry. How-
ever, information security issues continue to impede the development of cloud computing
and must be addressed.

At the same time, based on the success of Bitcoin, blockchain has emerged as one of
the most promising technologies. Bitcoin’s core technology is the blockchain [8]. Moreover,
blockchain has developed a critical technique for ensuring security, particularly integrity,
authenticity, and secrecy. These benefits prompted us to attempt to provide a security model
using blockchain. The study’s goal was to determine the purpose of blockchain technology
in cloud computing, as well as potential dangers and problems in the implementation of
blockchain technology in the field of cloud computing. The goals are listed below:

• Identify the breadth of blockchain technology and its application in cloud computing;
• Assess the security implications of blockchain technology’s use in cloud computing;
• Examine the most recent solutions in terms of security by ensuring the confidentiality,

integrity, and authenticity of public information.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction to cloud
computing and blockchain technology and outlines how Ethereum has evolved in manag-
ing data within the cloud; Section 3 provides a literature review and related work analysis
based on previously conducted research; Section 4 presents a proposed system with re-
sults and discussion; Section 5 provides a conclusion to the work and gives direction for
future work.

2. Cloud Computing and Blockchain Technology Background

A significant development trend in information technology is the rental of storage and
computation services from third parties by many individuals and companies. With cloud
technology, what was previously controlled independently now involves the participation
of servers, frequently in an unknown place but instantly accessible wherever internet
access is present. Today, the existence of a cloud service provider (CSP) overseeing the
service is commonly assumed while using these internet services. A variety of variables
can explain the current situation. There are considerable scale savings in the purchase
and administration of IT resources, and large-scale CSPs may deliver services at lower
rates than smaller companies. Nonetheless, many users have extra computing, storage,
and network capacities in their systems and would be willing to rent these resources to
other users in exchange for payment. According to market theory, the development of an
infrastructure that allows the combination of supply and demand for IT services would
result in the considerable possibility of producing economic value through the utilization
of otherwise underutilized resources [2].

In contrast to centralized cloud storage, which requires transferring and storing du-
plicate entry files over the internet to a core data center located thousands of miles away,
a decentralized cloud or edge-computing architecture attempts to solve the inefficiency
issues of uploading, downloading, and storing to the limited storage capabilities of cloud
servers. A decentralized design may improve cloud service security. To protect information
privacy and covert theft from third parties, law enforcement, and foreign governments,
files can be locally kept behind a security system in specified geographic zones, with access
controlled. The attack surface is limited because data is not copied to third-party systems
or other sites. Compliance with other requirements is also hastened since files and storage
are within an organization’s control [1]. This shift in the environment is evidenced by
the growing focus of the research and development community on creating decentralized
cloud storage (DCS) services, distinguished by the availability of many nodes that may be
utilized to store resources in a decentralized way. Individual resources are split into shards
and allocated (with replication to ensure availability) to different nodes in such systems.
In some related research [1–4], blockchain is shown to be a secure and distributed ledger
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that can assist in overcoming many of the difficulties associated with centralization. How-
ever, their main goal was to provide insights into the use of security services for current
applications, highlight the innovative techniques currently used to offer numerous benefits,
describe their challenges, and discuss how blockchain technology can resolve them.

2.1. Cloud Computing

Cloud computing provides an enticing and appealing computer service through
resource sharing and virtualization techniques. In cloud computing concepts, security as a
service is a new problem. End-users might benefit from a variety of application services
provided by a company. The finest examples of application service providers are e-mail and
web servers [9]. Cloud computing is a modern technology that offers advantages such as
high scalability, dependability, flexibility, and dynamic properties. Cloud computing is cost-
effective, and all IT areas are migrating to it. However, the considerable development and
demand for cloud computing have resulted in significant concerns about its security and
privacy, defined by the rules, regulations, and technologies required to secure information,
applications, and the cloud computing infrastructure [3]. Data protection, transparency,
and availability are the three pillars of traditional data security. However, ensuring the
provenance of the data (where the data came from) is an issue in cloud settings. The rise of
digitization has resulted in content inaccuracy and document collaboration challenges, with
version management concerns consuming 83 percent of output [10]. Existing document
version control systems are centralized and at risk from data loss, as seen by higher
time utilization and incorrect document update procedures that allow modifications to
a document without the awareness of other network operators [11]. Furthermore, using
centralized systems, modifications to the document and upgrade history can be altered,
putting the integrity of alterations and their upgrade history at risk. As a result, there is a
need for an utterly secure and decentralized infrastructure for digital document edition
management. In [11], the authors reviewed the use of blockchain in the cloud computing
system. First, the idea of blockchain was briefly explored, along with its benefits and
drawbacks. Then, using blockchain technology, the concept of cloud computing was briefly
presented. According to the evaluation, the research on blockchain-based cloud platforms
is still in the initial stages. One of the most pressing concerns affecting the researchers was
access control. Communication between multi-party calculations disturbed networks and
caused unexpected monetary loss to reward the data. The establishment of fake accounts
also reduced the system’s scalability.

2.2. Blockchain Ethereum Technology

Blockchain is a decentralized environmental system in which all nodes are individual
in job execution but intricately connected in managing an accurate ledger through competi-
tion and cooperation. Blockchain technology is a rapidly growing security cryptography
system that provides decentralized techniques that have superseded many current security
implementations. The usage of blockchain technology has lately increased because of
the degree of security it provides. Although blockchain uses a distributed database, data
corruption is more complicated. According to the rules, the data is encrypted and processed
through blockchain software machines [3].

Ethereum is a toolkit that allows us to build an economic software model, manage
accounts, and ensure every essential exchange item, coin, or token is identical to every
other token in any system. The core of this concept is to provide a blockchain platform that
utilizes the development of a decentralized platform. In contrast, Bitcoin has no concept of
accounts, resulting in transactions switching from one address to another, making it more
susceptible to external threats, while Ethereum allows account transactions. Also, account
creation in Ethereum plays a significant role in developing a platform, and the combination
of these existing accounts is called the world state of the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum
is a state-machine platform that can change the state of the transaction in lieu of enabling
users to have secured data transactions [12].
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The Ethereum world state mentions existing accounts with their addresses. There are
two types: externally owned accounts (EOA) and contract accounts. Users have full control
of their accounts using EOA, and contract accounts are controlled by their unique smart
contract code. Ethereum brings the blockchain idea to the next level by allowing users to
establish financial contracts, known as smart contracts, within the system, in a matter of
minutes [3].

The smart contract governs all interactions and transactions between members. It
manages user registration, requests for the approval of new IPFS versions, document
approval and rejection histories, and the registration of development teams or validators in
the chain [13].

Ethereum transactions are responsible for every interaction between users and the
Ethereum blockchain platform by locally assigning and creating private keys for processing
in the blockchain network. These interactions between users and the Ethereum blockchain
platform incurs a transaction cost, which is also called transaction fees. This transaction
fee is measured in a unit called gas. Every transaction and instruction in the Ethereum
virtual machine have a gas cost, which is predetermined. At the end of the transaction
process, this gas cost is calculated to know the total transaction cost. These transactions are
gathered by the Ethereum blockchain network to validate and add to a body of new blocks
to be further inducted into the blockchain ledger [13].

Ethereum mining is a consensus mechanism responsible for pushing the block into
the blockchain ledger. This mechanism helps in minimizing trust issues in the blockchain
Ethereum network. The node in these networks goes through a cryptographic pattern
known as mining.

The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is a global device that anybody may utilize for a
modest charge in Ether. It is technically a machine made up of numerous different machines.

Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)

The term “distributed ledger” is frequently used to describe blockchains like Bitcoin,
which allow a decentralized currency by utilizing core cryptographic techniques [14].
Although Ethereum does have its local cryptocurrency (Ether), it offers an even more
powerful function: smart contracts. Ethereum is a major data structure that contains not
just the accounts and amounts but also a machine state that may vary from block to block
according to a defined set of rules and can conduct arbitrary bytecode. The EVM defines
the rules for altering the state from block to block.

Smart contracts on Ethereum, accounts, transactions, and EVM are three essential
components discussed in detail in [15]. The EVM is a stack-based design instead of a
register-based architecture that offers a distinct execution environment to protect contract
execution from external assaults and prevent bad contracts from impacting the existing
system. Once calls to the contracts are received (by message calls or transactions), the
EVM will first search and then load the contract code from the local database. Unlike
conventional software with only one entry point (main ()), all public functions in smart
contracts can be entry points.

2.3. Blockchain Technologies in Secure Cloud Computing

The purpose of blockchain technology in cloud computing is to minimize the possible
risks and obstacles in using blockchain technology in the field of cloud computing. There
are two approaches for integrating blockchain with cloud systems:

• Integrating blockchain with the cloud facilitates enterprise networks such as storage,
replication, and access to transactional databases.

• Integrating security ideas into cloud tasks, user, and data management.

In [16], The article demonstrates the usage of blockchain technologies in developing
secured cloud computing infrastructure. It is a linear data idea that is constantly updated,
duplicated, and distributed to all nodes in the network. The hash key is used to build an
interconnection between blocks, resulting in a chain of blocks or blockchains. The effective
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use of hashing and proof of work increases the security of the blockchain. Another critical
security protection is that blockchain is peer-to-peer in origin, requiring agreement from
more than 50% of peers to approve any modification. The most recent development is
the constantly evolving blockchain and the notion of smart contracts. They addressed
blockchain categories as well as their implementations. A comparison of three blockchain
platforms: Ethereum, Hyperledger, and R3 Corda. Blockchain is quickly growing in fintech,
including financial services, insurance, online payments, and many others. However,
they think that the continuing integration of blockchain in services for improving security,
especially the availability and integrity of data on the cloud, has still to be investigated.
This article invites researchers to use the platforms in extreme scenarios and examine
how they may be used to improve data availability across a distributed ledger utilizing
blockchain technology to provide a more secure system solution. It is a linear data idea that
is constantly updated, duplicated, and distributed to all nodes in the network. Blockchain
is quickly growing in fintech, including financial services, the insurance sector, online
payments, and many others. Therefore, it was necessary to use the platforms in extreme
scenarios and investigate how they may improve data availability across a distributed
ledger utilizing blockchain technology.

2.4. Decentralized Cloud Storage

Decentralized, safe storage of data, high data availability, and effective storage re-
sources are used. The suggested system is divided into four components, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
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By encrypting and spreading data across various users in the system, the suggested
approach improves data security. The implemented system encrypts data using the AES
256-bit encryption method, assuring the security of the user’s data. The solution not only
addresses the privacy and security problems associated with centralized cloud storage but
also provides a platform for users to rent out unused storage and earn cryptocurrency in
exchange, optimizing storage resource usage. Furthermore, a flexible scheduling method
can be implemented, with which files can be viewed several times by the user instead of
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only once. A payment system can also be introduced, with each member receiving a default
credit of 100. Group members with greater credits are prioritized for data storage [10].

Cloud computing systems are popular for data sharing throughout many apps and
network components. However, multiple copies of data follow different pathways to
guarantee resilience, making it difficult for administrators to identify the origin of the
assault, its impact, and its tool [3]. The primary foundations of blockchain architecture are
a combination of cryptography mechanisms and distributed public ledgers. This mixture
enables the creation of any type of structure on a blockchain without causing any trust
issues on the network. The same holds for blockchain-enabled cloud solutions. Blockchain
Ethereum benefits the cloud by ensuring data provenance (verifying the data’s source) and
enabling cloud monitoring. If genuine data provenance exists in the cloud, with all data
gathered on cloud servers, distributed data calculations, data transfers, and transactions,
it detects insider threats, replicates test findings, and identifies the specific source of the
system or network breach [3].

In 2018, with the induction of the general data protection regulation (GDPR), every
big organization must be compliant to preserve the privacy of the sensitive data of the
customers. In a blockchain ecosystem, data sharing among users and service providers is
overloaded and vulnerable. The GDPR compliance data sharing scheme ensures restricted
and secured transactions of data using interaction tools between users and service providers.
Also, to protect the data privacy of medical records, HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act) was introduced. The main purpose of this compliance act was to
protect the privacy and ownership of patient data [17,18].

3. Literature Review

Several existing studies on blockchain technology have lately gained popularity
for cloud computing security. This section briefly discusses ongoing efforts to combine
blockchain technology with a scalable cloud environment to increase trust, server service,
data security, and user data management.

In [5], the authors proposed a decentralized service monitoring strategy based on the
Ethereum blockchain. The suggested solution enabled consumers to assess CSP compliance
with the contractual services under service-level agreements (SLAs) and “autonomously”
reimbursed users in the event of security breaches. Simultaneously, the suggested method
inhibited consumers from falsely reporting for financial advantage. The technique lever-
ages the Ethereum blockchain architecture to implement security monitoring data and
include SLAs as smart contracts. The implemented smart contract combined and abstracted
measurable SLOs and monitored cloud services’ compliance with contractual SLOs. Also,
it autonomously recompensed the consumer in the event of a violation. The suggested
monitoring method was tested on a commercial IaaS (Infrastructures as a Service) cloud
service. The findings demonstrated that the technique is appropriate for assessing the
values of SLOs and discovering violations of contractual SLO standards.

In [6], this study presented a hybrid cloud-blockchain system that guaranteed data
integrity for all homomorphic encryption techniques. To obtain the cloud service provider’s
(CSP’s) ultimate authority over the data, the suggested strategy used byzantine fault
tolerance consensus to create a distributed network of processing CSPs based on the client’s
needs. After performing specific operations, all CSPs provided a master hash value for
their database. In Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain networks, master hash values were
stored to ensure immutable data was produced. The master hash values can be acquired
for verification by tracing the block header address. A theoretical analysis of the overhead
costs of creating master hash values was offered for each cryptocurrency.

They discovered that Ethereum has lower client financial costs and superior online per-
formance compared with Bitcoin. They also outlined the proposed scheme’s data security
requirements, ground-level implementation, and future work. The proposed technique uses
homomorphic encryption to offer data security and privacy during outsourced computations.
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The study described in [10] focused on decentralized and safe data storage, high avail-
ability, and effective storage resource use. By encrypting and spreading data across various
users in the system, the suggested approach improved data security. The implemented
system encrypted data using the AES 256bit encryption method, assuring the security
of the user’s data. The solution not only addressed the privacy and security problems
associated with centralized cloud storage but also provided a platform for users to rent out
unused storage and earn cryptocurrency in exchange, optimizing storage resource usage.
Furthermore, a flexible scheduling method can be implemented, with which files can be
viewed several times by the user as opposed to only once. A payment system can also
be introduced, with each member receiving a default credit of 100. Group members with
greater credits would be prioritized for data storage.

In [11], the authors reviewed the use of blockchain in the cloud computing system.
First, the idea of blockchain was briefly explored, along with its benefits and drawbacks.
Then, using blockchain technology, the concept of cloud computing was briefly presented.
According to the evaluation, the research on blockchain-based cloud platforms was still in
the initial stages. One of the most pressing concerns affecting the researchers was access
control. To reward the data, communication between multi-party calculations disturbed
networks and caused unanticipated monetary loss. The establishment of fake accounts
also reduced the system’s scalability. The intended model should attempt to address the
difficulties mentioned above in the future.

The study in [12,13] provided a blockchain-based solution and platform for file sharing
and changed the control to promote multi-user collaboration and monitor changes in a
trustworthy, secure, and decentralized way without the intervention of a centralized trusted
institution or third party. They developed and discussed their solution using the Ethereum
blockchain and smart contracts to authorize, track, and conduct versioning operations for
the IPFS-stored file. This solution eliminated the necessity for a trusted centralized authority
and enabled transactions and files with high integrity, resilience, and security to exchange
and monitor multiple versions of online content. Remix IDE was used to implement
and test the smart contract. All procedures were tested to confirm that the concept and
contract state were accurate. In addition, prominent security analytical techniques, such as
ChainSecurity and Oyente, were used to evaluate and show the robustness and security of
the built smart contract against widely known threats. In the future, developers can create
smart contracts for various file management functions. In addition, developers may also
create smart contracts for domain-specific decentralized data procedures.

In [16], the authors demonstrated the usage of blockchain technologies in developing
secure cloud computing infrastructure. It was a linear data idea that was constantly
updated, duplicated, and distributed to all nodes in the network. The hash key was used to
build an interconnection between blocks, resulting in a chain of blocks or blockchains [19].
The effective use of hashing and proof of work increased the security of the blockchain.
Another key security protection was that blockchain is peer-to-peer in origin, requiring
agreement from more than 50% of peers to approve any modification. The most recent
development is the constantly evolving blockchain and the notion of smart contracts.
They addressed blockchain categories as well as their implementations and compared
three blockchain platforms: Ethereum, Hyperledger, and R3 Corda. Blockchain is quickly
growing in fintech, including financial services, the insurance sector, online payments,
and many others. However, they thought that the continuing integration of blockchain
in services for improving security, especially the availability and integrity of data on the
cloud, was still to be investigated. This article invited researchers to use the platforms in
extreme scenarios and examine how they may be used to improve data availability across a
distributed ledger utilizing blockchain technology to provide a more secure system solution.

In the study [20], they looked at blockchain technology and related core technologies
and the current state of research to see what else needs to be looked at. Several existing
concerns must be considered in employing blockchain in a cloud computing environment.
Several challenges arose with blockchains, such as transaction security, wallet security, and
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software security, and various research has been undertaken to address these issues. As
a result, this research presented a secure blockchain use and removal protocol to explore
the method of providing security. Considering the environment in which a vast volume of
data was sent, efficiency studies were also required in addition to security studies.

In [21], cloud computing and blockchain technologies were briefly discussed. The
advantages of combining the blockchain network with a scalable cloud environment to
improve trust, server service, data security, and user data management were explored. The
authors tended to conduct a quick survey on previous research focused on blockchain merg-
ing with the cloud to demonstrate their influence. Architecture for integrating blockchain
with the cloud was established in the article, showing communication between blockchain
and the cloud. There were numerous benefits in terms of usability, trust, security, scalability,
data management, and other factors if blockchain and cloud computing were combined.
Perhaps data privacy and security problems can be solved by integrating blockchain tech-
nology to support cloud computing growth. The architecture of cloud computing and
blockchain technology integration is depicted in Figure 3. The application layer allows the
user to interact with the server. Assume that when a user requests a transaction via the ap-
plication layer, the transaction details are saved by generating a block for each transaction.
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In [22,23], the authors examined the many security issues in blockchain and cloud
computing and the use of blockchain in the security of cloud computing. All users em-
ployed blockchain technology linked to computer-generated and virtual money. However,
several blockchain security issues were reported, including the following:

1. Agreement on the blockchain
2. Transactional protection
3. Security of the wallet
4. Security of software

Blockchain could be a useful and powerful tool for ensuring security in the cloud
computing environment. In addition, this article examined the various blockchain imple-
mentations for cloud security that are now available.

In [24], the authors designed and built ProvChain, a system for collecting and verify-
ing cloud data provenance by embedding provenance data into blockchain transactions.
ProvChain works in three stages: (1) provenance data gathering, (2) provenance data stor-
age, and (3) provenance data validation. Figure 4 depicts an overview of the ProvChain ar-
chitecture. The following are the key components of ProvChain: Cloud User, Cloud Service
Provider (CSP), Provenance Database, Provenance Auditor (PA), and Blockchain Network.
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According to the performance study results, ProvChain delivers security characteristics
such as tamper-proof provenance, user privacy, and dependability with little overhead
for cloud storage applications. In the future, the validation will be built on top of an
open-source architecture, which will enhance overall efficiency, security, and flexibility.

Table 1 summarizes the related studies that applied blockchain technologies in de-
veloping secure cloud computing. Specifically, we discuss the studies currently used for
decentralized service monitoring strategy based on the Ethereum blockchain to provide a
more secure system solution.

Table 1. Summary of related work.

Ref Purpose or Motivation Methodology Result Limitations and Future
Directions

[5]

Propose a decentralized
service monitoring

strategy based on the
Ethereum blockchain.

The implemented smart
contract combined and
abstracted measurable

SLOs and monitored cloud
services compliance with

contractual SLOs.

The findings demonstrated
that the technique was

appropriate for assessing the
values of SLOs and

discovering violations of
contractual SLO standards.

[6]
Present a hybrid
cloud-blockchain

system.

The design was built on
CSP and BC technologies,

which were equally
important.

The proposed technique
used homomorphic

encryption to offer data
security and privacy during
outsourced computations.
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref Purpose or Motivation Methodology Result Limitations and Future
Directions

[10] Decentralize safe
storage of data.

Encrypted data using the
AES 256-bit encryption

method.

Privacy and security
problems associated with
centralized cloud storage

also provided a platform for
users to rent out their

unused storage and earn
cryptocurrency.

Flexible scheduling method,
in which files can be viewed
several times and a payment

system.

[11]

Determine the purpose
of blockchain

technology in the field
of cloud computing.

Integrated system to ensure
and improve confidence

between the cloud servers,
data consumers, and data

security.

The planned model should
address access control; the

connection between
multilateral accounts broke

the networks and caused
unexpected economic loss.

[12]

Provide a
blockchain-based

solution and platform
for file decentralized

way.

Used the Ethereum
blockchain and smart
contracts to authorize,

track, and conduct
versioning operations for

the IPFS-stored file.

Enabled transactions and
files with high integrity,

resilience, and security to
exchange and monitor

multiple versions of online
content.

Developers were able to
create smart contracts for
various file management
functions. Create smart

contracts for domain-specific
decentralized data

procedures.

[15]

Demonstrate the usage
of blockchain

technologies in
developing secure
cloud computing

infrastructure.

Blockchain is quickly
growing in fintech, such as

financial services, the
insurance sector, online

payments, and many others.

Used the platforms in
extreme scenarios and

investigated how they may
improve data availability

across a distributed ledger
utilizing blockchain

technology.

[17]
Blockchain technology

and related core
technologies.

Explored the method of
providing security.

Presented a way of securing
blockchain use and removal

protocol to explore the
method of providing

security.

Considering the
environment in which a vast

volume of data is sent,
efficiency studies were also

required in addition to
security studies.

[18]

Cloud computing and
blockchain

technologies were
briefly discussed

Established an architecture
that integrated blockchain
with the cloud, disclosing

the connection between the
two.

There were numerous
benefits in terms of usability,

trust, security, scalability,
data management, and other

factors if blockchain and
cloud computing were

combined.

We can solve data privacy
and security problems by

integrating blockchain
technology to support cloud

computing growth.

[19]

Examine the many
issues of security in

blockchain and cloud
computing.

Blockchain could be a useful
and powerful tool for

ensuring security in the
cloud computing

environment.

[20]

Collect and verify
cloud data provenance

by embedding
provenance data into

blockchain
transactions.

Designed and built
ProvChain, a system.

ProvChain delivered security
characteristics such as

tamper-proof provenance,
user privacy, and

dependability with little
overhead for cloud storage

applications.

Built ProvChain on top of an
open-source architecture.
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref Purpose or Motivation Methodology Result Limitations and Future
Directions

[25]

VerfiyMed: A
blockchain platform for

transparent trust in
virtualized healthcare:

proof of concept.

Design, implementation,
and evaluation of

VerifyMed.

A contemporary solution for
the healthcare domain to

incorporate a robust
blockchain platform for

transparent trust.

Open source with limited
trust boundaries.

[26]

A blockchain-based
framework to enhance
anonymous services
with accountability

guarantees.

Proposed a framework to
deal with an identification

issue of unauthorized
access of anonymous

entities.

Strengthened access control
system, a private key and

user credentials were
generated using secured

third-party protocols, which
enabled the framework to
utilize group signatures.

Real-life implementation
issues due to lack of

validation and industrial
support.

Based on our review, we can derive the following observations:

• The current impediment to providing a model of secure storing data in cloud com-
puting by utilizing blockchain Ethereum is, according to the assessment, still in the
initial stages.

• One of the primary challenges that researchers confront in developing a viable system
for assessment is access control.

• To reward the data, transmission between multi-party calculations interrupts networks
and causes unanticipated monetary loss. The creation of false accounts also reduces
the system’s scalability.

• A need for a secure and workable model to mitigate real-life complications for unin-
terrupted services.

Based on the linked works in [24], it was proposed to use blockchain technology to
create a decentralized and trustworthy cloud data provenance architecture. ProvChain is a
data provenance collection and verification framework. It failed to create a trustworthy
atmosphere. Overhead requires high computational complexity as the file size grows. The
article [27] showed that a decentralized environment was met by integrating blockchain
and edge computing platforms. Edge computing mobility brings cloud services and
resources to the edge for denial of service. During scalability analysis, it incurred significant
overheads. The study [24] examined blockchain technology as well as potential solutions
for permanently distributed ledgers in operations and supply chains. Performance and
data privacy were insufficient to enable blockchain transactions.

Furthermore, in [16], they demonstrated the usage of blockchain technologies in the
development of secure cloud computing infrastructure. It was a linear data idea that was
constantly updated, duplicated, and distributed to all nodes in the network. Blockchain is
quickly growing in fintech, such as financial services, the insurance sector, online payments,
and many others. Therefore, it was necessary to use the platforms in extreme scenarios and
investigate how they may improve data availability across a distributed ledger utilizing
blockchain technology.

By introducing our proposal, we plan to give a far more solid solution to gaps by
providing or modifying models for secure storage data using blockchain Ethereum. The
designed model for resolving the issues ensures data security and integrity in cloud com-
puting. Ethereum is a decentralized network blockchain that utilizes the Ether currency
and operates on the PoW (Ethash) compromise mechanism. At the same time, Hyperledger
is a statement that does not use any currency and operates on the PBFT (excluding Corda)
excluding mechanism. Furthermore, the Hyperledger blockchain is powered by both
validating and non-validating peers.

The article [28,29] concentrated on decentralized, secure storage of data, high data
availability, and optimal storage resource use. The proposed approach associated the cus-
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tomer’s wallet address with the user’s file, allowing only the file’s rightful owner to access
the contents. The information of customers was saved in the Ethereum blockchain [30–32].
The Ethereum blockchain network supported the usage of smart contracts, which stored
information from files provided by users on the blockchain. Every time data was uploaded
or downloaded, the suggested system encrypted and decrypted it. The system used the
IPFS protocol to distribute files effectively across several network peers [33]. An adaptive
scheduling technique may be used, with which files can be visited more frequently by
the user than those only infrequently accessed. This guaranteed that commonly accessed
files were readily available to the user whenever needed. A credit system can also be
introduced. Each peer was allocated a default 100 credit depending on their system uptime,
and multiple successfully served file access requests had their credits withdrawn or added.
Peers with greater credits were prioritized for data storage. The most important gap is the
little research on this topic. In addition, the available research is new and has some gaps.
That is, it needs analysis, development, and the acquisition of reviews.

4. Proposed System
4.1. EVM-ECC Model

The primary issue when storing data in cloud computing for security, privacy, and
decentralization. The Ethereum blockchain supports the use of smart contracts, which store
data about files provided by users on the blockchain. The suggested system encrypts and
decrypts data that is uploaded or downloaded. The proposed method is divided into parts.
The client first registers for a MetaMask account. The program retrieves the user’s account
address and wallet amount from MetaMask using web3.js [26]. The file to upload is selected
by the user using the file choice. Next, the system determines the number of available
peers. Before that, the ECC method encrypts the extracted data using the user’s public
key as the identifier. The ECC (elliptic curve cryptography) method is used to improve
the security of user data saved in data storage. Using the IPFS protocol, the user’s data is
distributed across accessible peers. IPFS then delivers a hash value containing the file’s
path. The concept is explored as follows:

• MetaMask is a cryptocurrency wallet that uses software to interface with the Ethereum
network. It gives users access to their Ethereum wallet via a browser extension or
mobile app, which they can connect with decentralized apps.

• Ethereum is a smart contract with a currency, Ether (ETH), and a programming
language, Solidity. Ethereum, as a blockchain network, is a decentralized public ledger
used for transaction verification and recording.

• The Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is a protocol and peer-to-peer network that
allows data to be stored and shared in a distributed file system. IPFS employs data to
identify each file in a facility that connects various computing devices.

• Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) is a public-key encryption technique based on the
integral equation of elliptic curves over finite fields. Because ECC employs fewer
keys and signatures than RSA for the same degree of security and enables rapid key
generation, key agreement, and signatures, it is considered a natural contemporary
successor to the RSA cryptosystem.

4.1.1. Architecture

Figure 5 depicts the general framework of the proposed model’s design.

Phase 1: Encryption and Decryption

The encryption phase aims to encrypt the user’s document by using ECC. For existing
cryptography algorithms, an elliptic curve is a plane curve beyond a finite field made up of
points that meet Equation (1):

y3 = x3 + ax + b (1)
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This equation, along with the group operation of elliptic curves, forms an algebraic
group, with the object at infinity serving as an identity member. The group’s architecture is
obtained from the underpinning algebraic variety’s component group [27].

Div0(E)→ Pic0(E) ∼= E (2)

Equation (2) provides key generation as well as encryption and decryption techniques,
along with pertinent data [28].

1. Key Generation: This is the most crucial step in which an algorithm generates both
public and private keys

Private Key ← dAQA (3)

i. Encryption: (Input: Document, Output: Encrypted blocks)

• Choose the document to be uploaded
• Divide documents into data blocks.
• Encrypt each block with a secret key

Sk = dAQB = dBQA (4)

• Generate the tag index for each block.
• Upload the data into the blockchain Ethereum.

ii. Decryption: (Input: Encrypted Document, Output: Decrypted Document

• Select the document from Ethereum storage by the pool of peers
• Retrieve all blocks of that file from the pool of peers(miners).
• Decrypt each block with the secret key Sk
• Combine all blocks and download them as a single file.

2. Phase 2: Uploading Document

The user first registers for a MetaMask account. The program retrieves the user’s
account address and wallet amount from MetaMask using web3.js. The file to upload is
selected by the user using the file picker. The system will determine the pool of available
peers. Next, the system verifies the file size and data storage availability. When adequate
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storage space allows, the file is uploaded. When sufficient storage is unavailable, users are
alerted to try again.

• There is enough space on the network to store files.
• The user has a sufficient wallet balance to pay the peers.

3. Phase 3: Document storage across several peers

After that, the encrypted file is split into 64 KB parts and sent to multiple peers
throughout the network using the IPFS protocol. To allow registered peers to store the
document in the network, the proposed model uses a private IPFS network. Using the
IPFS cluster, the file block is duplicated on several peer storages for high availability. IPFS
produces a hash value indicating the file’s path. The hash value, together with information,
is associated with the user’s wallet address and saved in the blockchain via a smart contract.
Smart contracts are like agreements in that they are used to eliminate the requirement for
a third party. Under specific settings, they control transactions between nodes or assets
between parties. This is a set of code lines stored on a blockchain network and automatically
executed when certain terms and circumstances are achieved.

4.2. Ethereum

Defined blockchains, such as Ethereum, include much functionality and save time and
energy in integration testing. Furthermore, from a cyber-security standpoint, because the
Ethereum platform has a lot of miners’ distributed networks, the security measures will be
strong, which is a great reason to use it.

4.2.1. Remix: Smart Contracts Editor

Remix is a sophisticated open-source application that allows you to create code in the
Solidity programming language from the browser. Remix was developed in JavaScript and
may be used in the browser and locally. Remix also offers smart contract testing, debugging,
and deployment, among other things [29].

Below is a summary of some defining attributes:

• It shows source files as tabs;
• In the garbage, compilation warnings and error messages are shown;
• Remix constantly stores the existing file (5s after the last changes)

pragma solidity >-0.7.0 <0.9.0;
/**
* @title Storage
* @dev Store & retrieve value in a variable
*/
contract Storage {
unit256 number;
/**
* @dev Storage value in variable
* @param num value to store
*/
function store(uint256 num) public {
number - numb;
}

/**
* @dev Return value
* @return value of ‘number’
*/
function retrieve() public view returns (uint256){
return number;
}
}
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4.2.2. Solidity: Smart Contracts Language

Solidity is a language with curly brackets. It is inspired by C++, Python, and JavaScript
and is intended for use with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The run code has no
access to other processes on the machine and has restricted access to other smart contracts.
Contracts produced in Solidity are analogous to objects defined in object-oriented languages
such as JavaScript [34,35]

4.3. Proposed System Model

Figure 6 depicts the processes of the suggested system for storage encryption docu-
ments on blockchain Ethereum. The flowchart depicts three fundamental system steps:
encryption by ECC, upload of documents on the blockchain Ethereum and split and store
by IPFS on a pool of peers.
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5. Implementation and Results

During the implementation phase, encryption and decryption using the ECC algorithm
created a smart contract utilizing the Solidity programming language, Remix as the editor,
and MetaMask to establish a wallet for deploying smart contracts and other transactions in
the Ethereum network.

5.1. Encryption and Decryption Using ECC Algorithm

Work environment: Microsoft visual studio.
Used Libraries: using nsoftware.IPWorksEncrypt
using Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.

1. Work mechanism: Generate two keys, the pair (public and private keys) of the sender:
generated and saved at the beginning for use each time the text will be encrypted or
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decrypted (the public key will be used to encrypt the file and the private key will be
used to decrypt the file).

Private Key:string ecc1_prive = ecc1.Key.PrivateKey;
Public Key: string ecc1_publ = ecc1.Key.PublicKey;

2. Reading the file will be performed by creating a file dialog to choose a file to be
encrypted (the file in .docx format).

OpenFileDialog file = newOpenFileDialog();
file.ShowDialog();
tring path = file.FileName.ToString();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application app = new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application();
Document doc = app.Documents.Open(path);
Encryption is done by using the public key:
ecc1.InputMessage = textBox1.Text;
ecc1.RecipientKey.PublicKey = ecc2_pub;
ecc1.UseHex = true;
ecc1.Encrypt();

3. The encrypted file is saved as a text file, where its content can only be obtained by
knowing the private key corresponding to the public key that was used to encrypt.

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application app1 = new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Documentdocc = app1.Documents.Add();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Paragraph para;
para = docc.Paragraphs.Add();
para.Range.Text = textBox2.Text;
docc.SaveAs2(“c:\\Users\\public\\Desktop\\enc1.docx”);
docc.Close();

4. For decryption, the encrypted file is selected like in the previous stage via file dialog,
and then decryption is done by using the private key.

OpenFileDialog file = newOpenFileDialog();
file.ShowDialog();
string path = file.FileName.ToString();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application app = new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.Application();
Document doc = app.Documents.Open(path);
x = doc.Content.Text;:
ecc2.Key.PrivateKey = ecc2_priv;
ecc2.InputMessage = x;
ecc2.UseHex = true;
ecc2.Decrypt();

5.2. Create the Smart Contract

Work environment: Solidity on Remix.

1. Define The Version: pragmasolidityˆ0.4.17;
2. Define two variables to identify the account that sent the request and the hash of each

piece of file.

string ipfsHash;
addressprivate owner;

3. Define the constructer to set the account: Create an address owner to store the address
of the person who deployed the smart contract to Ethereum. When the constructor
runs, it may utilize the owner’s address in the modifier.
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constructor()public{
owner=msg.sender;
}

4. Define three functions to receive the account balance and to send and receive hashes.

function getBalance()publicviewreturns(uint256){
return owner.balance;
}
function sendHash(string x)public{
ipfsHash = x;
}
function getHash()publicviewreturns(string x){
return ipfsHash;
}

5. Compile using Remix by clicking the deploy button after developing a smart contract;
it can be tested in a simulated environment. The last step is deploying the smart
contract on the web3 provider. After compiling it without errors, we can call the smart
contract MetaMsk to be automatically opened to accept the transaction. Then, we will
save the contract address and Application Binary Interface (ABI).

5.3. Metamask and Ganache (Create Address and Get ETH)

Ganache is a tool for deploying contracts, developing apps, and running tests on your
own Ethereum BC. It makes it possible to complete all necessary tasks across the main chain.
It has useful features, including enhanced mining controls and a built-in block explorer,
and can either be imported or created from a new wallet in MetaMask. It may be possible to
test the distributed application on a test network and receive some ETH that works within
the test network for testing purposes. We used a Ganache account to connect to MetaMask,
providing a virtual network with free gas to use our contract.

1. Open Ganache to get an account: Figure 7 shows the accounts and private key to use
a Ganache account.
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2. Open MetaMask and then choose to import an account and input one private key
from an account on Ganache, as shown in Figure 8:
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5.4. Uploading Cithered File on Ethereum Using IPFS

Environment: NodeJS, React.
Used libraries:
import React from ‘react’;
import ReactDOM from ‘react-dom’;
import ‘./index.css’;
import App from ‘./App’;
import * as serviceWorker from ‘./serviceWorker’;
import web3 from ‘./web3’;

1. The first step was to install the dependencies (using npm on NodeJS) for this library,
which was needed to complete our project work.

npm I create-react-app
npm install react-bootstrap
npm install fs-extra
npm install ipfs-api
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npm installweb3@ˆ1.0.0-beta.26
npm install –g create-react-app
const web3 = new Web3(window.web3.currentProvider);

In the directory we needed to install a react app and allow users to use async and
await instead of adding promises to our JavaScript.

2. Next, we defined our smart contract address and ABI threat and we protected them
against before developing our smart contract for use.

const address = ‘our address’;
abi = [our abi];

3. Building the application:

• Set the state variables:

State = {
ipfsHash:null,
buffer:”,
ethAddress:”
blockNumber:”,
transactionHash:”,
gasUsed:”,
txReceipt: “
};

• Set the state variables:

captureFile =(event) => {
event.stopPropagation()
event.preventDefault()
const file = event.target.files [0]
let reader = new window.FileReader()
reader.readAsArrayBuffer(file)
reader.onloadend = () =>this.convertToBuffer(reader)
};
convertToBuffer = async(reader) => {
//file is converted to a buffer for upload to IPFS
const buffer = await Buffer.from(reader.result);
//set this buffer -using es6 syntax
this.setState({buffer});
};

• Uploading the buffered file to IPFS to block it and get block hash:

this.setState({blockNumber:”waiting . . . ”});
this.setState({gasUsed:”waiting . . . ”});

• Getting the user account and connecting it with the smart contract:

//bring in user’s metamask account address
constaccounts =awaitweb3.eth.getAccounts();
//obtain contract address from storehash.js
constethAddress=awaitstorehash.options.address;

• Sending the file to IPFS and generating hashes:

awaitipfs.add(this.state.buffer, (err, ipfsHash) => {
console.log(err,ipfsHash);
//setState by setting ipfsHash to ipfsHash [0].hash
this.setState({ ipfsHash:ipfsHash [0].hash });

• Sending the file blocks to Ethereum:
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storehash.methods.sendHash(this.state.ipfsHash).send({
from: accounts [0]
}, (error, transactionHash) => {
console.log(transactionHash);
this.setState({transactionHash});
});

5.5. Results

This section presents and explains the results. Service delivery over permissioned
and private infrastructures is now possible due to advancements in BC-based technologies.
Consequently, businesses or groups of people can now share information and services even
if they do not trust each other to assist them with infrastructure management responsibili-
ties [24].

File encryption ensures the confidentiality of data, protecting it from being accessed
by people who are not permitted to do so. Even if an attacker manages to obtain data, they
will not be able to understand its content without decrypting it, and encryption cannot be
decrypted unless the sender’s private key is known, as shown in Figure 10.
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To utilize the system, users must first create an account on MetaMask and then log in
using their credentials. After a successful log-in, users are then sent to the home screen,
where they may choose which file to upload, as shown in Figure 11.
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Based on the specified file size, the system will run checks to determine the available
storage. Once enough storage has been made available, it would then be possible to upload
a file encrypted using the ECC algorithm. The overall cost of storing this file would then be
calculated by the system, which will be used to verify if the user’s wallet balance is greater
than the computed amount after the cost has been determined, as shown in Figure 12. If
the user has sufficient funds, they will be prompted to pay cryptocurrency to store the file.
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We separately generated the hash for each block and uploaded the hashes to Ethereum
because each upload incurred a fee. In addition to the fact that the hash always provides
the best representation of the current file with a fixed length, by uploading the hash, we
ensured that the file was not tampered with because changing any characteristics of the file
would lead to significant changes in the hashtags.

Following successful payment, the file is divided into blocks and stored across peers
using the IPFS protocol, with the hash value kept in the BC. Each Ethereum block is then
saved to the server so that no attacker will be able to obtain the full file because they do not
know where the file is being distributed.

6. Conclusions

Cloud computing systems are popular for data sharing throughout many apps and
network components. However, multiple copies of data follow different pathways to
guarantee resilience, making it difficult for administrators to identify the origin of the
assault, its impact, and its tool. The primary foundations of blockchain architecture are a
combination of cryptography mechanisms and distributed public ledgers. This mixture
enables the creation of any type of structure on a blockchain without causing any trust
issues on the network. The same holds for blockchain-enabled cloud solutions. The
blockchain Ethereum benefits the cloud by ensuring data provenance (verifying the data’s
source) and enabling cloud monitoring. If genuine data provenance exists in the cloud,
with all data gathered on cloud servers, distributed data calculations, data transfers, and
transactions, it would detect insider threats, replicate test findings, and identify the specific
source of the system or network breach. Blockchain has developed a critical technique for
ensuring security, particularly integrity, authenticity, and secrecy. These benefits prompted
us to attempt to provide a security model using blockchain. We proposed a model for data
storage security in cloud computing by using the blockchain Ethereum.

The developed system encrypted data using the ECC encryption algorithm, assuring
the secrecy of the user’s data. The IPFS protocol distributed and stored this encrypted data
among network peers. The model addressed privacy and security issues associated with
centralized cloud storage. Moreover, it provided a platform for peers to rent out underused
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storage and earn currency in the form of exchange, optimizing storage resource usage. The
gap addressed was the amount of time taken to upload files, as determined by file size
and the availability of peers. The time taken to upload a file grew proportional to its size.
This proposed system provided a distributed model for a cloud access control system that
employs role-based access control. For available resources, we leveraged ECC encryption
and Ethereum BC smart contracts. This then improved data security by encrypting and
distributing data across different peers in the system.

As a part of future work, a dynamic scheduling mechanism might be implemented to
enable files to be viewed several times by a user rather than supporting one-time access
only. This will make it easier for the user to access commonly used files as needed. When
developing a model, it is highly beneficial to establish a local Ethereum BC in which the
system can be tested in a safe environment. This is precisely what Ganache does, which is
why it is vital to consider what Ganache is and the reasons for requiring a local BC in future
studies. Ganache is a worldwide software platform with no host on which developers build
thousands of BC-based applications.
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